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All things that we can see around us are either 
livinglivinglivingliving things or nonnonnonnon----livinglivinglivingliving things.

Living things are alive.

Non-living things are not alive, have never been 
alive or are dead.

How do we decide?
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Do you own a 
teddy bear or 
a cuddly toy?SAMPLE SLIDE
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Here are some photographs. 

How are the bears different?
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These are koala bears. 
What do you notice?
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How are they the similar 
and how are they different?

Do you know what these are?
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Which of these is the 
odd one out? Why?
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How are dolls like us?
How are they different?
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What can you do 
that a doll or a 
teddy can’t do?

What will you do today 
that dolls and teddy 
bears can’t do?

(Discuss as a group or in talking partners)
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How do we 
know we are 

alive?How are we 
different from 
our toys?
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We know we are alive because …………….

We can move 
about.

We eat and 
drink.

We can see, 
taste, smell, 

hear, touch and 
feel things 
around us.

We can 
breathe!SAMPLE SLIDE
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And …………….
We change and 

grow, get older and 
have children of 

our own.
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Some baby dolls look like real babies but they’re 
not alive so they’re not real babies. How do we 
know they aren’t alive like we are?

These are not real babies, they are all dolls!
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Why are these things not alive?
Have they ever been alive?
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Science at key stages 1 and 2Science at key stages 1 and 2Science at key stages 1 and 2Science at key stages 1 and 2 (Year 1)(Year 1)(Year 1)(Year 1)QCA Unit 1A: Ourselves QCA Unit 1A: Ourselves QCA Unit 1A: Ourselves QCA Unit 1A: Ourselves Section 9: Living and nonSection 9: Living and nonSection 9: Living and nonSection 9: Living and non----living things living things living things living things Objectives:Objectives:Objectives:Objectives:Children should learn:• that animals, including humans, are living • to make observations of animals and use these to group them explaining criteria chosen Activities:Activities:Activities:Activities:• Use pictures or collections of small invertebrates and inanimate objects to discuss with children the differences between the animals and the inanimate objects or take children on a short walk to collect items eg coke cans, stones, snails, woodlice. Ask children to sort the collection into groups and explain the criteria they used. Outcomes:Outcomes:Outcomes:Outcomes:• Children explain reasons for groupings eg woodlice and snails move and, if necessary with prompting, group into alive and not-alive • Children identify the living things as those which feed, move and use their senses Points to note:Points to note:Points to note:Points to note:If animals are brought into the classroom, ensure they are treated sensitively and that they are returned to their habitat as soon as possible. At this stage it is sensible either to leave out items eg sheep's wool, wood which may confuse children or to use these to provide additional challenges for the highestattainers. SAFETYSAFETYSAFETYSAFETY - Wash hands after handling animals or other materials collected outside. SAFETYSAFETYSAFETYSAFETY - Take care that cans etc do not have sharp edges.National Curriculum:National Curriculum:National Curriculum:National Curriculum:Sc2 Life Processes and Living ThingsSc2 Life Processes and Living ThingsSc2 Life Processes and Living ThingsSc2 Life Processes and Living ThingsLife processesLife processesLife processesLife processes•The differences between things that are living and things that hThe differences between things that are living and things that hThe differences between things that are living and things that hThe differences between things that are living and things that have never been alive.ave never been alive.ave never been alive.ave never been alive.•That animals, including humans, move, feed, grow, use their sensThat animals, including humans, move, feed, grow, use their sensThat animals, including humans, move, feed, grow, use their sensThat animals, including humans, move, feed, grow, use their senses and reproduce.es and reproduce.es and reproduce.es and reproduce.•To relate life processes to animals and plants found in the locaTo relate life processes to animals and plants found in the locaTo relate life processes to animals and plants found in the locaTo relate life processes to animals and plants found in the local environment.l environment.l environment.l environment.Humans and other animalsHumans and other animalsHumans and other animalsHumans and other animals•To recognise and compare the main external parts of the bodies oTo recognise and compare the main external parts of the bodies oTo recognise and compare the main external parts of the bodies oTo recognise and compare the main external parts of the bodies of humans and other animals.f humans and other animals.f humans and other animals.f humans and other animals.•That humans and other animals need food and water to stay alive.That humans and other animals need food and water to stay alive.That humans and other animals need food and water to stay alive.That humans and other animals need food and water to stay alive.•That taking exercise and eating the right types and amounts of fThat taking exercise and eating the right types and amounts of fThat taking exercise and eating the right types and amounts of fThat taking exercise and eating the right types and amounts of food help humans to keep healthy.ood help humans to keep healthy.ood help humans to keep healthy.ood help humans to keep healthy.•How to treat animals with care and sensitivity.How to treat animals with care and sensitivity.How to treat animals with care and sensitivity.How to treat animals with care and sensitivity.•That humans and other animals can produce offspring and that theThat humans and other animals can produce offspring and that theThat humans and other animals can produce offspring and that theThat humans and other animals can produce offspring and that these offspring grow into adults.se offspring grow into adults.se offspring grow into adults.se offspring grow into adults.•About the senses that enable humans and other animals to be awarAbout the senses that enable humans and other animals to be awarAbout the senses that enable humans and other animals to be awarAbout the senses that enable humans and other animals to be aware of the world around them.e of the world around them.e of the world around them.e of the world around them. www.ks1resources.co.uk

KEY IDEAS:
• Living things are distinguished from non-living things by their ability to carry out certain processes.
• There is a wide variety of living things which includes plants and animals.
• All living things have the potential to carry out all of the following processes at some stage of their life:

respiration
reproduction
feeding
excretion
movement
reaction to stimuli
growth and development

All living things can at some time feed, breathe, grow and move. In addition they will reproduce, get rid of 
waste, and respond to changes in their environment. Non-living things do not carry out these processes.
Dolls and Humans:Dolls and Humans:Dolls and Humans:Dolls and Humans:
Focused Learning Objectives:
To know that humans move, feed, grow, use their senses and reproduce
Related NC references: Sc2 1a, 1b
Key Questions: What can we do that the dolls can’t do?

How do we know we are alive?

Whole Class - Compare child to a doll – what’s the difference between the two?
What have the children done today that a doll can’t do? Children split into talking partners to discuss ideas 
Whole Class - collect answers and extend ideas
Look at some answers, discuss as a class. Are they right?
If it has not already been addressed, discuss the word “alive”. How do we know we are alive? What if we 
had a robot that could talk and move, would it be alive?


